AINSE Past Presidents

1958 & 1959  Dennis Jordan  University of Adelaide
1960  Jack Somerville  University of New England
1961 & 1962  Dennis Jordan  University of Adelaide
1963 & 1964  Hill Worner  University of Melbourne
1965 & 1966  Robert Street  Monash University
1967 & 1968  Charles Watson-Munro  University of Sydney
1969 & 1970  David Caro  University of Melbourne
1971 & 1972  Max Brennan  Flinders University
1973 & 1974  Ernest Titterton  Australian National University
1975 & 1976  Peter Parsons  La Trobe University
1977 & 1978  Eric Hall  University of Newcastle
1979 & 1980  Ralph Parsons  University of Queensland
1981 & 1982  Sid Haydon  University of New England
1983 & 1984  Ian Polmear  Monash University
1985 & 1986  Ken Taylor  University of New South Wales
1987 & 1988  Brian Spicer  University of Melbourne
1989 & 1990  Ross Miller  University of Adelaide
1991  Jim O'Donnell  University of Queensland
1992  Len Lindoy  James Cook University
1993 & 1994  Brian Stone  University of Western Australia
1995 & 1996  Bob Breakspere  Central Queensland University
1997 & 1998  Trevor Ophel  Australian National University
1999 & 2000  Ron McDonald  University of Newcastle
2001 & 2002  Ron Cooper  University of Melbourne
2003 & 2004  Hans Coster  University of New South Wales
2005 & 2006  John White  Australian National University